The IEEE C62 Series
A bound-book collection of all ANSI and ANSI/IEEE C62 standards that were compiled periodically by the IEEE. The last such collection was published in 1995 and included all published IEEE standards applicable to Low-Voltage Surge-Protective Devices at the time of the edition. More recent updates of individual standards are listed after the following contents of the 1995 edition:
C62. 1-1989 1- ( Reaff 1994 
Other Standards
[1] The IEEE SPD "Trilogy" -Pending approval by the IEEE Standards Board expected in early 2002, includes three documents: S C62.41.1 Guide on the surge environment in low-voltage ac power circuits S C62.41.2 Recommended practice on characterization of surges in low-voltage ac power circuits S C62.45 Recommended practice on surge testing for equipment connected to low-voltage ac power circuits
[2] ANSI C2-1999 National Electrical Safety Code S Rules for the protection of persons during installation, operation and maintenance of power and communications lines and equipment for utilities and for systems under the control of qualified persons. S For building utilization wiring, refer to ANSI/NFPA 70 (National Electrical Code). S 257 pages, 77 reference documents [3] ANSI C84. 1-1989 American National Standard for Electric Power Systems and Equipment Voltage Ratings (60 Hz) . (Reaffirmed 1995) . S Defines steady-state limits of system voltages for the United States. S Addresses only steady-state voltages or short-term departures from nominal conditions. S Provides list of related standards.
[4] ANSI/NFPA-70-1999 National Electrical Code. S A fundamental document providing minimum requirements for safe installation practices (USA) S A companion handbook provides explanations for application of the code. S Specifies minimum requirements for safety, not necessarily optimum surge protection. S Allows connection of SPDs between any pair of conductors. S Updated every three years.
[5] IEC Multilingual Dictionary of Electricity. The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, 1983 . S A conversion of parts of the IEC International Electrotechnical Vocabulary (IEV) into a dictionary
[6] IEC 60060-2 (1994) High voltage test techniques -Part 2: Measuring systems S Defines parameters of impulse waveforms.
[
7] IEC 60364-4-442 (1999) Electrical installation of buildings -Part 4: Protection for safety -Chapter 44: Protection against overvoltages -Section 442: Protection of low-voltage installations against temporary overvoltages and faults between high-voltage systems and earth.
S Earthing systems and arrangements in transformer substations. S Earthing arrangements and earthing systems in low-voltage installations. S Stress voltages in cases of lost neutral (TN and TT), accidental earthing (IT), and line-to neutral short. S No longer shows a descending staircase of voltages. S Does not discuss surge source impedance considerations as it is concerned with insulation withstand.
[10] IEC 61000-2-5 (1995) Electromagnetic Compatibility -Part 2: Environment -Section 5: -Classification of electro-magnetic environments S Basic EMC publication (Technical Report) S Not a test or performance specification, but a guide to what levels of disturbances might be expected. S Proposes and arrangement with five classes of locations and corresponding characterized by levels.
11] IEC 61000-4-4 (1995) Electromagnetic Compatibility -Part 4: Testing and measurement techniques -Section 4: Electrical fast transient/burst immunity tests.
S Specifies interference immunity test with bursts of fast-transient pulses applied to EUT in "common m ode" by a coupling clamp or in selective mode by capacitor coupling. S Line-to-earth test voltage levels are twice the levels specified for line-to-line.
[13] IEC/TS 61312-3 (2000) Protection against LEMP; Part 3: Requirements of Surge Protective Devices. S Presents the IEC TC81 perception of "requirements" for service-entrance SPDs. S Approved according to the IEC operating procedures, but with only 68% of the votes.
[14] IEC 61643-1 (2002) Surge protective devices connected to low-voltage power distribution systems -Part 1: Performance requirements and testing methods S Defines three classes of tests, I, II, and III with specific energy and charge stress levels. S Does not relate the test levels to the location of application.
[ S A document developed for the environment of high-voltage substation equipment. Its fast transient requirement, with a rise time of less than 10 ns, is similar to the IEC EFT burst requirement. S Calls for a 1 MHz to 1.5 MHz ring wave and a 4 kV to 5 kV peak impulse, < 10 ns rise time.
S 14 references [17] IEEE Std 4-1995 IEEE Standard Techniques for High-Voltage Testing
S Defines impulse parameters.
18] IEEE Std 446-1995 IEEE Recommended Practice for Emergency and Standard Power Systems for Industrial and Commercial Applications
S The earliest publication of the "CBEMA Curve" (updated as "ITIC Curve") occurred in the 1980 edition of this standard.
[19] IEEE Std 518-1982 518- (Reaff 1996 
, IEEE Guide for the Installation of Electrical Equipment to Minimize Noise Inputs to Controllers from External Sources.
S Discusses the sources of electrical noise; provides an example of the "showering arc" leading to the EFT concept. S Provides guidance on noise reduction (not suppression) and installation practices.
[20] IEEE Std Oct. 1990 ). S Computer modeling of the resulting current and energy deposition into typical varistors subjected to the proposed 10/1300 :s waveform. S Yields a prediction of failure for the small varistors and survival for the larger varistors. S Because small varistors do not fail in the field at the rate that is predicted by the model, the conclusion is that stresses associated with this proposed waveform make it unrealistic. S 15 references PWRD-7, No.3, July 1992 . S Clocks, TV receivers, and switching power supplies were subjected to surges from 0.5 kV to 6 kV. S The switching power supplies and television receivers were damaged with surges from 4 kV to 6 kV. S Three of five models of digital clocks were upset with surges from 1.6 kV to 6 kV. S The conventional wisdom that electronic appliances are easily damaged by surges with a peak voltage of a few kilovolts greatly exaggerates the effect of surges on modern consumer appliances. Bd. 104, 1983 . S The seminal paper proposing long waveform with extremely high energy-deposition capability (leading to the development of German Standard DIN 0160, but no longer acknowledged by the IEC TC77). S Documents the effects of fuse blowing in industrial environments.
[91] MELLIT, B., "Transient Voltages Generated by Inductive Switching in Control Circuits, " Proceedings IEE, vol. 121, No. 7, July 1974 . S Shows field and laboratory recordings of bursts such as those involved in the IEC EFT specifications. S 11 references
[92] MINEGISHI, S., ECHIGO, H., and SATO, R., " ETZ-104, No. 21, 1983 . S Endorses the concept of the Combination Wave in the European context. S First part of a paper proposing a test protocol based on concepts derived from high-voltage BIL testing. S Equipment should be designed and rated to withstand a limited set of surge tests rather than attempting to emulate "real world" but ill-defined surge events. S 10 references
[221] MARTZLOFF, F.D., Discussion of IEEE paper by Aspnes, J.D., Evans, B.W., and Merritt, R.P., "Rural Alaska power quality," IEEE Transactions PAS-104, No. 4, March 1985 . S Signals the fallacy of surge recordings from a monitoring instrument that included an internal SPD to protect its power supply, inadvertently mitigating surges on the dual receptacle used for monitoring.
[222] MARTZLOFF, F.D., "Tigers or Pussycats: Does Distance Make the Difference ?" BICSI Newsletter, October 1988. S Discussion of the background leading to testing for the propagation if the IEC "Electrical Fast Transient".
[223] MARTZLOFF, F.D., "Tiger Tempering Tampers Transmissions," BICSI Newsletter, December 1988. S A summary of tests on the propagation of surges in a building and the side effects of installing SPDs. , is "the best UL rating" or that 330 volts affords "the most protection possible" or that "the lower the suppression rating the better the TVSS product. S The ability of a TVSS to protect connected equipment from both upset and damage may depend on a number of factors including knowledge of both the susceptibility and vulnerability of the particular equipment. When these factors are not known, claims that one TVSS provides better protection than another, solely on the basis of the UL 1449 suppression voltage rating, may be misleading.
[250] DUGAN, R.C., KERSHAW, S.S., and SMITH, S.D., "Protecting Distribution Transformers from Low-side Current Surges," Proceedings, IEEE T&D Conference, 1989 . S Discusses effects of the type of windings of the transformer on the resulting surges at the service entrance. S Recommends installation of SPDs at both transform er secondary and service entrance. S 7 references
[251] DUGAN, R.B., GOEDDE, G. and HENRY, C., "Conduction of Lightning Stroke Currents From the Utility System to Load Devices," Proceedings, 2 nd National Conference on Power Quality for End-Use Applications, 1990. S Describes how lightning surges can enter load circuits through utility system neutral paths. S Offers comments on protection schemes within the building. PWRD-7, No.3, July 1992 . S A total of 16 different clocks, television receivers, microwave ovens, and dc power supplies were subjected to three different surge waveforms with amplitudes between 0.5 kV and 6 kV. S Switching power supplies and television receivers were damaged with surges between 4 kV and 6 kV. S Three of five models of digital locks were upset (temporary malfunction) with surges between 1.5 kV and 6 kV. S Suppressors removed from service throughout the U.S. and Canada, contrary to popular myth, field data shows that surge suppressors containing metal oxide varistors do not degrade in service. S All suppressors are, however, exposed to rare incidents of severe power-frequency overvoltage caused by power-line accidents, such as broken neutral conductors, which can cause suppressors to overheat internally. S Products equipped with overcurrent fuses or magnetic circuit breakers might catch fire in rare cases. This is true for those having both plastic and metal housings and components rated for both 130 V and 150 V. S A fire hazard test is proposed to be added to safety agency tests for surge suppressors and similar products. S On the basis of observed failures on secondary surge protection devices, theoretical and experimental investigations are performed in order to clarify the need for such protection including the sharing of energy stresses in relation to the primary surge protection system. S The higher energy stresses will generally occur on the device with the lowest limiting voltage. Therefore, the protection level for the secondary protection should be selected higher than for the primary protection. S 5 references S Where an unidirectional current is injected into the ground system only, the response of the system is an oscillating voltage involving the phase conductors. S Without substantial connected loads in the system, the open-circuit surges appearing at the service entrance propagate along the branch circuits with very little attenuation. S 7 references
[295] MARTZLOFF, F.D. and LAI, J.S., "Cascading Surge-Protective Devices: Coordination versus the IEC 664
Staircase," Proceedings, PQA '91 Conference. S Coordination of cascaded devices can be achieved under various combinations of parameters, but some combinations might leave the smaller device subjected to the highest stress. S Significant parameters in achieving successful coordination involve three factors, over which the occupant of the premises has no control: the relative limiting voltages of the two devices, their separation distance, and the prevailing waveforms for impinging surges. S 13 references S Utilities are becoming aware of the low-side surge phenomenon and are applying secondary arresters to protect their distribution transform ers. This practice can increase the voltage stress at the customer service entrance. S If any ground paths exist on the customer side of the service entrance, these surges can penetrate further into the customer's system. S Damage caused by low-side surges can be avoided if properly coordinated arresters are installed at the transform er secondary, service entrance, and load device. S 15 references
[298] STANDLER, R.B., "Coordination of Surge Arresters and Suppressors for Use on " Proceedings, 9 th International Zürich Symposium on Electromagnetic Compatibility, 1991. S Results of both a theoretical analysis and laboratory experiments are reported on sharing of current between an arrester at the service entrance and a suppressor at receptacles during surges. S Shows that it is better to design the arrester with a smaller conduction voltage than the suppressor, in order to obtain better coordination, better electromagnetic compatibility, and lower cost. S Com putations were made with only resistance of wire between cascaded devices, no inductance. S Experim ents showing the effect of line length and im pinging surge waveform on sharing energy between service entrance arrester and surge suppressor inside building. S Metal-oxide varistors were applied at three points on the system. These were at the service entrance, at the distribution panel and at the load. S Removal of protection at either load or distribution panel resulted in unacceptably large oscillatory voltages. Best load protection was achieved with MOVs in all three locations. S 4 references
